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The field of nanophotonics has ushered in a new paradigm of light manipulation by enabling deep 

sub-diffraction confinement assisted by metallic nanostructures.[1-3] Negative index materials,[4] 

deep sub-diffraction imaging,[5] flat optics,[6] angle-insensitive structural colors,[7] and optical 

invisibility[8] are just some of the important advances made by conjoining metals and dielectric 

optics. However, such nanophotonic / plasmonic systems have been limited due to their large 

optical losses. Consequently, there is now a significant effort to explore alternative materials (e.g., 

doped semiconductor,[9] transition metal nitride,[10] transparent conducting oxide,[11] two-

dimensional material,[12] etc), and methods to improve the performance of plasmonic devices.[13, 

14] For many applications, optically-thin films rather than bulk materials are utilized. However, the 

qualities of thin films can be significantly affected by the preparation procedure[13], and usually 

deviate from those of bulk materials, due to reasons such as surface morphology, quantum 

confinement effect, built-in stress, etc.[15-17] Such a limitation is manifested in the case of silver 

(Ag), which is one of the most widely used plasmonic material. Ag has the highest figure of merit 

(FoM) for plasmonic applications (FoM= Re{ }/ Im{ }  [18]) of any plasmonic material in the 

visible and near infrared (NIR), and is widely available. However, it is well documented to have 

several fundamental problems, including difficulty to form continuous ultra-thin films (< 12 

nm),[19] rough surface morphology (e.g., RMS roughness of 6 nm for a 15 nm film[20]), poor 

chemical and thermal stability, and inferior adhesion to substrates like silicon and fused silica. 

More specifically, with regards to the adhesion to standard substrates, Ag films can be removed 

by ultrasonic vibrations or even Scotch tape.[21] In addition, spontaneous de-wetting of a thin Ag 

film occurs even at room temperatures[22] and can be greatly accelerated at modest temperatures 

~100°C.[23] 



     We recently proposed a new approach to achieve ultra-thin and smooth Ag films by doping a 

small amount of Al during the Ag film deposition. The Al atoms suppress the Vomer-Webber 3D 

growth mode of Ag, thereby promoting high-quality film formation at an early growth stage.[24] 

We demonstrated unprecedented wetting-layer-free thin Ag films achieved for a thickness down 

to 6 nm with a sub-nanometer roughness on various substrates, and employed them as semi-

transparent electrodes in high-efficiency organic solar cells.[25] In this work, we further investigate 

Al-doped Ag’s structural, thermal and optical properties using various characterization techniques, 

and demonstrate several key nanophotonic components by capitalizing on its desirable properties. 

The devices include long range plasmonic waveguides with a record low propagation loss, 

hyperbolic metamaterials with a low-loss and homogeneous response, and transparent conducting 

electrodes with a high transparency and negligible haze. Our work demonstrates the great potential 

of doped Ag films for high-performance nanophotonic devices. 

 

Long-Range Plasmonic Waveguides 

For a thin metallic film embedded in a dielectric, the surface plasmon polaritons (SPPs) on both 

the upper and lower surfaces of the metal film couple with each other and form a symmetric long-

range SPP (LR-SPP) mode.[26] Such modes have several advantages (e.g., wide operational 

bandwidth, ability to couple with other plasmonic structures, supporting both electrical and optical 

signals, etc), and have been utilized in various plasmonic devices.[27-29] To construct efficient and 

robust LR-SPP waveguides, high-quality and stable thin metallic films are required. Although Ag 

is a low-loss plasmonic material in the visible and NIR, it is rarely employed in LR-SPP 

waveguides due to its limitation in forming thin films, surface roughness, poor adhesion with 

substrates, and rapid degradation in ambient environments. In this work, we will show that Al-



doped Ag overcomes many limitations of pure Ag (e.g., instability, rough surface morphology, 

poor adhesion to the substrates, etc), and functions as a high-performance building block for LR-

SPP waveguides.  

    We will first make a brief comparison of pure Ag film vs. Al-doped Ag film. The upper part of 

Figure 1c shows the image of a 15 nm pure Ag film and a 7 nm Al-doped Ag film on fused silica 

substrates right after their deposition, where both exhibit uniform and similar appearances. 

However, pure Ag thin films are not stable in air, even at room temperatures, where this 15 nm 

film degrades rapidly after being taken out of the deposition chamber for only 30 minutes (lower 

part, Figure 1c). The corresponding SEM pictures of Ag films directly after deposition and after 

30 minutes are shown in Figure SI-1 (Section 1.1, Supporting Information). A similar but slower 

degradation phenomenon has been reported for a 50 nm Ag film as well.[30] Consequently, 

although Ag has the highest FoM for plasmonic applications in the visible and NIR, its instability 

in air causes challenges in realizing LR-SPP waveguides. In contrast, the 7-nm-thick Al-doped Ag 

film is stable under ambient conditions for over six months without any protective layer (Section 

2.1, Supporting Information). The mechanism of such an enhanced stability will be discussed later 

in this section. 

  Figure 1a shows a scanning electron micrograph (SEM) of a 7 nm Al-doped Ag film on a 

fused silica substrate, which exhibits a very smooth surface morphology (a 0.773 nm RMS 

roughness measured by atomic force microscopy). In contrast, pure Ag thin films below 10 nm are 

known to be dis-continuous and consequently have very rough surface morphologies. For example, 

a 7 nm pure Ag (nominal thickness) is non-conductive/dis-continuous, and has a rough surface 

(RMS roughness of 4.9 nm, section 1.3, Supporting Information). One commonly-used method to 

promote thin Ag growth is depositing a thin adhesion layer (e.g., Germanium,[20] Nickel,[31] or 



Molybdenum Oxide[32]). However, these adhesion layers generally induce additional losses (as 

they are poor plasmonic materials), which are especially detrimental for plasmonic structures since 

the optical field is enhanced at the metal-dielectric interface. Consequently, even a 1 or 2 nm thick 

wetting layer will cause a significant damping of the plasmonic mode.[33, 34]  Therefore, the method 

of adding adhesion layers are not suitable for fabricating LR-SPP waveguides. Additionally, it was 

recently shown that by treating the substrate with a thin layer of (3-mercaptopropyl) 

trimethoxysilane,[35, 36] ultra-thin gold (Au) can be deposited without inducing a significant 

plasmonic damping, and the film’s adhesion with the substrate is enhanced. However, this 

method’s applicability to silver as well as gold/silver based multi-layer structures (e.g., hyperbolic 

metamaterials, negative index materials, etc) needs to be further evaluated.       

 



Figure 1. a) Scanning electron microscope (SEM) image of a 7 nm as-deposited Al-doped Ag film 

on fused silica substrate. The scale bar is 300 nm. b) SEM image of a 7 nm Al-doped Ag film on 

fused silica substrate, which underwent a 500 °C annealing treatment in N2 for 10 seconds. The 

scale bar is 300 nm. c) Upper row: pictures of a 15 nm pure Ag and a 7 nm Al-doped Ag on fused 

silica substrates right after deposition, and Lower row: after 30 minutes in ambient air. d) Measured 

real and imaginary parts of permittivity of an as-deposited 7 nm Al-doped Ag film, a 7nm film 

underwent annealing treatment (500 °C for 10 s in N2), and a 30 nm as-deposited pure Ag.  

 

We find that the thermal stability of Al-doped Ag is significantly improved compared to pure 

Ag. Figure 1b shows the SEM of a 7 nm Al-doped Ag film after a thermal treatment at 500 °C in 

a nitrogen (N2) environment for 3 minutes. While a pure Ag film de-wets from the substrate and 

forms islands even at 300°C (Section 1.2, Supporting Information), the Al-doped Ag film 

maintains its smooth surface morphology (RMS roughness changes from 0.773 nm to 0.836 nm 

after heating, Section 2.2, Supporting Information). In fact, after the thermal treatment, the optical 

loss of Al-doped Ag is further reduced. Figure 1d shows the measured permittivity of both as-

deposited Al-doped Ag, and Al-doped Ag that undergoes an annealing treatment at 500 °C in a 

nitrogen (N2) environment for 3 minutes (ellipsometry measurement procedures in Experimental 

Section). Compared to the permittivity of as-deposited Al-doped Ag, the real part of permittivity 

of the annealed Al-doped Ag is similar, while the imaginary part of permittivity (which is 

proportional to the optical loss) is significantly reduced over a large wavelength range. An 

annealing treatment removes defects inside the film, and therefore, reduces the damping rate of 

electron scattering (lower optical loss).[37] Furthermore, such an improvement in the Al-doped Ag 

films can be observed for annealing cycles even as short as 10 seconds, making these films suitable 

for rapid thermal annealing treatments commonly used in semiconductor manufacturing. 



One important question to ask is how the Al doping impacts the optical and electronic properties 

of the Ag film. Ag has one free electron per atom, while Al has three. Adding Al into Ag increases 

the density of free electrons, and therefore modifies the plasma frequency (𝜔𝑝) of the resultant 

film. 𝜔𝑝
2 is proportional to the free electron density in the metal,[38] which produces a reflection 

intensity minimum from a metal film near its 𝜔𝑝. We experimentally characterized 𝜔𝑝 for Al-

doped Ag and pure Ag films by measuring the reflection spectra of optically opaque (~150 nm) 

films with a spectroscopic ellipsometer (M-2000DI, Woollam Inc.) at an angle of incidence of 45°. 

The measured reflection spectra are plotted in Figure SI-6 in Section 3, Supporting Information. 

There is an 18 nm blue-shift of 𝜔𝑝 for Al-doped Ag compared to pure Ag (from 318 nm to 300 

nm), due to the doping of Al atoms. Our measurement also corresponds with a previous study, 

where the plasma frequency of a 500 nm thick Al-Ag alloy film is characterized by the dip of the 

reflection spectra at normal incidence, and there is a blue shift in 𝜔𝑝  with the increase in Al 

concentration.[37] Since the Al concentration is low in our study, its effect on the electronic band 

structure is not obvious. For Ag, the inter-band transition from the occupied bound d states to 

unoccupied hybridized sp states causes an increased absorption in the UV range, which is denoted 

by a peak in the imaginary part of permittivity ( 𝜀2 ).[39] As shown in Figure 1d, the peak 

wavelengths of inter-band transitions of Al-doped Ag and pure Ag overlap with each other. In 

addition, it can be seen that the loss of an ultra-thin Al-doped Ag film is higher than a thicker (30 

nm) pure Ag film, due to various reasons including the introduction of “Al impurities”, and other 

factors related to a thin film (quantum confinement effect, built-in stress, etc[15-17]). However, Al-

doped Ag offers additional benefits when compared to pure Ag, such as ultra-thin film formation, 

enhanced thermal and long-term stability, better adhesion with substrates, and improved 3D 

nanostructure coverage.     



Finally, we should mention that there are some recent reports on binary mixture of noble metals 

(e.g., Ag-Au, Au-Cu, and Cu-Ag) to fabricate alloy films[40] or nanoparticles.[41] By adjusting the 

mixing ratio of the two metals, the band structures of the alloy can be modified, and the films 

exhibit new dielectric functions which cannot be modelled as the linear combination of pure metals. 

In contrast, our study focuses on achieving ultra-thin (< 10 nm) high-quality Ag films with a tiny 

amount of Al doping. Because the Al concentration is kept low, Al-doped Ag essentially maintains 

the dispersion properties of pure Ag.  

To understand the film stability and ultra-smooth nature, we characterized Al-doped Ag by 

Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM). Figure 2a shows an annular bright field (ABF) cross-

sectional TEM picture of a 7 nm Al-doped Ag film, which shows the film’s poly-crystalline 

structure. The measured film thickness by spectroscopic ellipsometer is 7.15 nm (Figure SI-7, 

Section 4 of Supporting Information), and this corresponds well to the thickness value 

characterized by TEM. The distribution of Al and Ag atoms inside the film is characterized by 

Scanning Transmission Electron Microscope (STEM) and x-ray Energy Dispersive Spectroscopy 

(EDS). To increase the signal to noise ratio (SNR) and better facilitate the measurement, we used 

a ~16-nm thick film in this study. The distribution of Al, Ag and O atoms are mapped by the Agl, 

Alk, and Ok peak intensity, respectively. The element mapping across the film for Ag, Al, and O 

atoms are shown in Figure 2b, c, and d, respectively. It can be seen that Al and Ag atoms are mixed 

throughout the entire film. This observation corresponds to the fact that the mixture of Al and Ag 

forms a solid solution at both ambient and elevated temperature in the case of a low Al 

concentration, according to their phase diagram.[42] There is enrichment of Al near the top and 

bottom surfaces of the Al-doped Ag film, which is consistent to our previous XPS studies.[24]  

When the Al-doped Ag sample is taken out of the deposition chamber to the ambient environment, 



the oxygen (O) in-diffusion and Al out-diffusion lead to the formation of an oxidized Al network, 

which curbs the diffusion of Ag atoms and stabilizes the film. In contrast, a thin pure Ag film does 

not have such a “protection layer”, and therefore, can easily de-wets from the substrate. Finally, it 

is worth noting that although the concentration of Al at the boundaries of Al-doped Ag is higher 

than that of Al within the film, Ag atoms are still the majority of the film due to the low doping 

level of Al (deposition rates of Ag and Al are 1.109 nm/s and 0.072 nm/s, respectively). Therefore, 

the optical properties of Al-doped Ag resemble those of pure Ag.  

 

Figure 2. a) Annular bright field (ABF) cross-sectional transmission electron micrograph (STEM) 

of a 7 nm Al-doped Ag film, which shows its poly-crystalline structure. The scale bar is 5 nm. b-

d) Cross-sectional element mapping of Ag (b), Al (c), and O (d) atom distributions in the film. The 

scale bar is 20 nm.  

 



Finally, the adhesion of Al-doped Ag films to many widely-used substrates is also improved. 

Since pure Ag is easily removed by simple ultra-sonication or even Scotch tape, precursor layers 

are typically required in order to improve adhesion. Indeed, the weak adhesion of Ag with the 

substrate (e.g, Si) has been utilized in the template-striping process to fabricate Ag nano-

structures.[21] In contrast, Al-doped Ag has a sufficient adhesion with substrates to enable film 

processing in ultrasonic baths with many commonly used chemicals and solvents (e.g., resists, 

acetone, and isopropyl alcohol, etc). This is a crucial property that profoundly simplifies the 

fabrication of many nanophotonic devices that require either planar or patterned thin films, 

including the LR-SPP waveguide which we are going to discuss in the next paragraph.  

We have shown that Al-doped Ag out-performs pure Ag in terms of stability, ultra-thin film 

formation, surface morphology, and adhesion to the substrate. In addition, its optical loss can be 

further reduced by a simple annealing treatment. All these merits facilitate the fabrication of high-

performance LR-SPP waveguides. The Al-doped Ag based LR-SPP waveguides were fabricated 

on fused silica substrates and their performance was characterized (details in Experimental 

Section). The device layout is shown in Figure 3a, where the index matching condition at 1.55 µm 

was achieved using an index-matching oil. The fabricated LR-SPP waveguide has a width of 9 µm 

and thickness of 10 nm (Figure 3b). The device performance is characterized by fiber end-coupling 

method (Figure 3c, details in Experimental Section). The out-coupled waveguide mode and its 

intensity profile along the vertical direction are shown in Figure 3d and 3e, respectively, where the 

vertical mode size (1/e2 width) is found to be ~9 µm along with a propagation loss (1/e decay 

length) of 0.66 dB/cm. This can be compared to simulations, shown in Figure 3f, where the 

simulated mode size and propagation loss for the 10 nm thick and 9 µm wide waveguide are 13 

µm and 0.46 dB/cm, respectively. The discrepancy between simulation and measurement can be 



attributed to factors such as film thickness variation during deposition and lensing effects due to 

the index matching oil.[43] The experimentally demonstrated propagation length over 3 centimeters 

of Al-doped Ag waveguide is an order of improvement compared to those from similarly 

structured 10 nm thick, LR-SPP waveguides made of Au and TiN (Figure 3f),[43-45] and such an 

improvement comes from the low-loss nature of the Al-doped Ag films. Moreover, the propagation 

length can be further improved by reducing Al-doped Ag strip width and thickness, improving the 

cladding material properties,[46] or using multi-strip configurations.[47] 



 

Figure 3. a) Schematic drawing of the Al-doped Ag LR-SPP waveguide. Index matching oil is 

used to match the refractive index of fused silica substrate at 1.55 µm. b) Optical microscope of 

fabricated Al-doped Ag LR-SPP waveguide. The insert is the SEM picture of one waveguide. The 

scale bar is 50 µm. c) Measurement set-up to characterize the mode profile and propagation loss 

of the waveguide. d) Experimentally measured modal profile from the output facet of the Al-doped 



Ag LR-SPP waveguide. The scale bar is 10 µm. e) Fitting of the vertical intensity with exponential 

decay of plasmonic mode. f) Simulated mode size and propagation loss of 10 nm thick, Al-doped 

Ag strip waveguide with different strip widths (solid lines). The red star denotes the measured 

propagation loss of a 10 nm thick, 9 µm thick Al-doped Ag LR-SPP waveguide in this work. The 

purple triangle denotes the measured propagation loss of a 10 nm thick, 9.38 µm thick TiN LR-

SPP waveguide.[43] The green pentagon and magenta circle denote the measured propagation loss 

from two 10 nm thick, 8 µm wide Au LR-SPP waveguides.[44, 45] 

 

Hyperbolic Metamaterials 

   The ability of forming an ultra-thin layer makes Al-doped Ag an excellent material for 

fabricating hyperbolic metamaterials (HMMs).[48] HMMs are highly anisotropic structures which 

exhibit a metallic response (i.e., Re{𝜀} < 0) in one (two) directions and a dielectric response (i.e., 

Re{𝜀} > 0) in the other two (one) directions. Such a high anisotropy endows HMMs with a 

theoretically unbounded hyperbolic dispersion and thus, an ultra-high photonic density of states 

(PDOS). Because of their peculiarities, HMMs have been used to demonstrate broadband 

absorption,[49] enhanced spontaneous emission,[50] and engineered thermal radiation.[51]  

One way to fabricate HMMs is by depositing alternating layers of metal and dielectric thin films, 

leading to a dielectric response (i.e., Re{𝜀⊥} > 0) in the direction normal to the layers and a metallic 

response (i.e., Re{𝜀∥} < 0) in-plane. The electromagnetic response of such HMMs is described by 

an effective magnetic permeability equal to the free-space value, and an effective electric 

permittivity in the tensor form: 𝜀𝑒𝑓𝑓 = (

𝜀∥ 0 0

0 𝜀∥ 0

0 0 𝜀⊥

), where 𝜀∥ and 𝜀⊥ are complex values (𝜀∥ =

𝜀′
∥ + 𝑖𝜀′′

∥  and 𝜀⊥ = 𝜀′
⊥ + 𝑖𝜀′′

⊥ ). The dispersion relation of HMMs is given by: 𝑘𝑥
2 𝜀⊥⁄ +

𝑘𝑧
2 𝜀∥⁄ = 𝑘0

2 , where 𝑘𝑥  and 𝑘𝑧  are the complex amplitudes of the transverse and normal 



components of the complex wave-vector, and 𝑘0 is the free-space wave-vector (with respect to the 

coordinate system in Figure 4a). Since 𝜀′
∥ < 0 and 𝜀′

⊥ > 0, HMMs are governed by hyperbolic 

iso-frequency curves and allow for the propagation of modes with transverse wave-vectors 𝑘𝑥 

larger than free-space wave-vector 𝑘0  (high-k modes, Section 5.1, Supporting Information). 

However, in practice there is a limit to the maximum allowed high-k mode, and this limit is 

determined by the inverse of the unit cell size, i.e., Λ = tmetal + tdielectric. This is because at large 

values of 𝑘𝑥, the normal wave-vector 𝑘𝑧 is also large (consistent with the hyperbolic dispersion). 

Consequently, the effective wavelength (𝜆𝑧 = 2𝜋 𝑘𝑧⁄ ) along the normal direction is comparable 

with the unit size cell and therefore, the effective medium theory approximation breaks down. 

Instead, the photonic band structures originating from the multi-layer configurations of HMMs 

should be considered, which seriously compromises the ultra-high PDOS predicted by HMM’s 

theoretical hyperbolic dispersion. Therefore, it is desirable to have thin constituent layers in HMMs. 

However, since it is challenging to obtain thin and smooth Ag films, most reported HMMs use 

relatively thick (and rough) Ag films, and suffer from a lossy and non-homogeneous response (e.g., 

transmission spectra with oscillating features which deviates from effective medium theory[52]). In 

contrast, our ultra-thin and smooth Al-doped Ag films greatly improve upon these limitations, 

facilitating the fabrication of low-loss and homogeneous HMMs with a high transmittance, small 

unit cell size, and optical properties which are well approximated by effective medium theory.   

The fabricated HMM consists of four periods (alternating layers of 7 nm Al-doped Ag and 20 

nm Ta2O5) starting with the Al-doped Ag film on the fused silica substrate (inset of Figure 4a). 

The measured transmission at normal incidence is plotted in Figure 4a. It has both a high and 

smooth transmittance across the visible range, which benefits from the ultra-thin, smooth, and low-

loss metallic layer. The structure’s optical properties were characterized using spectroscopic 



ellipsometry (M2000, J. A. Woollam Co.), where the HMM was modelled as a uniaxial anisotropic 

medium with different in-plane (parallel) and out-of-plane (perpendicular) optical constants. The 

simulated and measured permittivities are plotted in Figure 4b and 4c (real and imaginary part, 

respectively), which show a close correspondence with each other. In the parallel direction, the 

epsilon near zero (ENZ) point is around 610 nm, and beyond this wavelength, the HMM’s 

dispersion transitions from an ellipsoidal to a hyperbolic behavior. 

 

Figure 4. a) Measured transmission efficiency from the fabricated HMM consisting of 4 period of 

7 nm Al-doped Ag and 20 nm Ta2O5. The insert is a schematic drawing. b) Simulated (solid curve) 

and measured (dotted curve) of the real part of the permittivity of the fabricated HMM. The 

permittivity along the parallel direction turns negative beyond 610 nm and therefore, the HMM 

has a hyperbolic dispersion (denoted by the shaded area). c) Simulated (solid curve) and measured 

(dotted curve) of the imaginary part of the permittivity of the fabricated HMM. d) Calculated 

transmission amplitude of an electromagnetic wave with different transverse wave-vectors (𝑘𝑥) 

through an HMM made of 8 periods of 7 nm Al-doped Ag and 20 nm Ta2O5. e) Calculated 

transmission amplitude of an electromagnetic wave with different transverse wave-vectors (𝑘𝑥) 

through a HMM made of 4 periods of 14 nm Al-doped Ag and 40 nm Ta2O5. f) Calculated Purcell 



factor of a dipole emitter located 10 nm above the two HMMs studied in Figure 4d and 4e. The 

Purcell factor is averaged over different dipole orientations (2/3 contribution from parallel dipoles 

and 1/3 contribution from vertical dipoles). 

 

    As mentioned earlier, the maximal allowed high spatial wave-vectors (high-k modes) in HMMs 

is determined by the inverse of its unit cell size. One way to see this is by examining the 

transmission amplitude of an electromagnetic wave with a large value 𝑘𝑥 through a HMM. Figure 

4d and 4e shows the transmission amplitudes of modes with different 𝑘𝑥  values through two 

HMMs, which have an identical thickness and ratio of metal-dielectric layers, but a different unit 

cell size. The HMM considered in Figure 4d consists of 8 periods of 7 nm Al-doped Ag and 20 

nm Ta2O5, while the HMM in Figure 4e consists of 4 periods of 14 nm Al-doped Ag and 40 nm 

Ta2O5. Although these HMMs have identical ratios and total thicknesses of metal and dielectric 

layers (thus identical behaviors predicted by the effective media theory), the HMM with thinner 

constituent layers supports a much broader transmission band for high-k modes, which contributes 

to its larger photonic density of states (PDOS).[53] A high PDOS is essential to many extraordinary 

phenomena enabled by HMMs (e.g., broadband absorption, enhanced spontaneous/stimulated 

emission, engineered thermal radiation, etc). As an example, for a dipole emitter located 10 nm 

above the HMM, the Purcell enhancement factor of the emitter on top of HMM with thinner layers 

is about two times higher than that of the emitter on top of HMM with thicker layers (Figure 4f; 

calculation details in Section 5.2 of Supporting Information).[54] 

 

 

 



Transparent Conductors 

Besides applications in HMMs, the ultra-thin, smooth, low-loss, and stable Al-doped Ag will 

also benefit similar structures where the planar Ag films are used, such as negative refractive index 

metamaterials, superlenses, and transparent conductors. Transparent conductors have numerous 

applications in displays, solar cells, and light emitting diodes. Currently, one of the most widely 

used transparent conductors is Indium Tin Oxide (ITO); however, it suffers from issues, such as 

poor mechanical flexibility, limited conductivity over large areas, scarcity of the Indium element, 

and toxicity.[55, 56] In light of these limitations, many ITO-free, transparent conductors have been 

investigated, including thin metal films,[57, 58] nanostructured metallic structures,[59, 60] carbon 

nanotubes,[61] and graphene.[62] Compared to other ITO-free electrodes, thin metal films have the 

advantages of simplified fabrication, low-cost, and being highly conductive and defect-free over 

large areas. Here we give an example of using Al-doped Ag films to construct ITO-free transparent 

conductors. Our ultra-thin, smooth, and low-loss Al-doped Ag film itself provides high 

transmission over the visible spectrum, giving an averaged transmission of 73.9% from 400 nm to 

1000 nm for a 7 nm thick film (Figure 5b). The transmission gradually drops towards the longer 

wavelength, mainly because of the increased reflection from the metal film. Indeed, such an 

increased reflection can be utilized for resonant light harvesting in organic solar cells, therefore 

enhancing the devices’ power conversion efficiencies (PCEs).[25] However, in order to be 

employed in universal device configurations, thin films are desired to have a high transmittance.  

One strategy to increase transmittance (reduce reflection) of a thin metal film is to employ a 

dielectric-metal-dielectric (DMD) structure, whose schematic is plotted in Figure 5a. An ultra-thin 

Al-doped Ag film is sandwiched between two titanium dioxide (TiO2) layers, and an additional 

layer of magnesium fluoride (MgF2) is deposited on top of the upper TiO2 layer to further suppress 



the reflection. With a given thickness of the Al-doped Ag layer, the thicknesses of the other three 

layers (e.g., TiO2 and MgF2) can be adjusted in order to achieve a high transmittance over a certain 

wavelength range. It is worth noting that such a transmission enhancement is induced by multiple 

optical resonances within the dielectrics, and the detailed analysis is listed in Section 6.1 of 

Supporting Information. In this study, the goal is to achieve a high transmittance from the DMD 

structure over the visible and near-IR range (from 400 nm to 1000 nm). An optimized DMD stack 

of 45 nm TiO2 / 7 nm Al-doped Ag / 40 nm TiO2 / 100 nm MgF2 provides a both high and flat 

transmittance over this range, giving an averaged transmittance of 92.4%. The measured spectrum 

of the fabricated structure is plotted in Figure 5b, in a good correspondence with simulation. The 

pictures of a bare fused silica substrate (left one) and a transparent conductor based on a 7 nm Al-

doped Ag film (right one) are shown in Figure 5d, both of which have similar appearances. The 

sheet resistance of the sample was measured as 20 Ω/□. The performance of Al-doped Ag based 

transparent conductor is also compared to other types of transparent conductors (e.g., ITO, 

graphene, carbon nanotube, metal mesh, thin metal film, PEDOT, etc) in terms of their 

conductivity and transmittance (at 550 nm), where Al-doped Ag based transparent conductor 

shows a superior or comparable performance (Figure 5c). Besides the high optical transparency 

and good electrical conductivity, Al-doped Ag also has the advantage of smooth surface 

morphology compared to pure Ag, which contributes to the reliability of optoelectronic devices. 

Since the thickness of many optoelectronic devices (especially organic optoelectronic devices) is 

only on the order of a few hundred nanometers, a rough surface could easily result in electrical 

shorts between electrodes, especially for large-area devices.[63] Devices with rough electrodes are 

prone to exhibit low efficiencies due to the current shunt paths which produce a higher dark 

current.[64] The smooth Al-doped Ag film is of significance in providing a simple solution to 



overcome this problem. At last, it is worth noting that such a DMD design also applies to thicker 

Ag films; however, due to the increased absorption associated with thicker metal films, the 

optimized transmission is reduced (Section 6.2, Supporting Information). For example, for a 10 

nm Al-doped Ag, the optimized structure of 40 nm TiO2 / 10 nm Al-doped Ag / 35 nm TiO2 / 70 

nm MgF2 gives out an averaged transmittance of 87.4% from 400 nm to 1000 nm. The transmission 

is even lower for structures with 13 nm and 16 nm Al-doped Ag films (averaged transmittance of 

80.1% and 71.7%, respectively). 

 

Figure 5. a) Schematic drawing of an Al-doped Ag based transparent conductor using 

dielectric/metal/dielectric (DMD) configuration. b) Measured (solid line) and simulated (dotted 

line) transmittance of the designed transparent conductor (50 nm TiO2/7 nm Al-doped Ag/40 nm 

TiO2/100 nm MgF2). The measured transmittance through a bare 7 nm Al-doped Ag film is also 

plotted as a comparison. c) Comparison of optical transmittance (at 550 nm) versus sheet resistance 



for our work and other reported transparent conductors, such as ITO, graphene,[62] carbon 

nanotube,[61] silver nanowire (AgNW),[59] nickel thin film,[58] ZnO/Ag nanowire/ZnO composite 

electrode,[60] and PEDOT:PSS.[65] d) Left: picture of a bare fused silica substrate; Right: picture of 

an Al-doped Ag based transparent conductor (50 nm TiO2/7 nm Al-doped Ag/40 nm TiO2/100 nm 

MgF2). 

 

In this work, various high-performance nanophotonic devices based on Al-doped Ag have been 

demonstrated. Thin Al-doped Ag film maintains the excellent optical properties of pure Ag, and 

at the same time, significantly out-performs thin pure Ag film in terms of surface smoothness, 

long-term and thermal stability, as well as adhesion with the substrate. For all these reasons, Al-

doped Ag can be the key for the realization of several nanophotonic devices that could not be 

attained by using standard Ag. First, we show that long-range surface plasmon polariton (LR-SPP) 

waveguides made of Al-doped Ag exhibit a propagation distance of few centimeters, which is 

almost one order of magnitude better compared to the propagation distance of LR-SPP waveguides 

made of other plasmonic materials. Secondly, hyperbolic metamaterials consisting of ultra-thin 

Al-doped Ag films can be attained having a homogeneous and low-loss response, and supporting 

a broad range of high-k modes as a direct consequence of the nanometric thickness and superior 

uniformity of the constituent layers. Finally, transparent conductors based on Al-doped Ag are 

demonstrated and proved to possess both a high and flat transmittance over the visible and near-

IR range.  

In addition to the aforementioned devices, many other nanophotonic structures can certainly 

benefit from our Al-doped Ag. For example, there has been a recent interest in designing 

nanostructures with complex geometries for versatile light property control.[6, 66, 67] However, the 

rough morphology and poor stability of pure Ag films prohibits practical manufacturing of these 



designs. Al-doped Ag provides a viable solution for fabrication of such devices, due to its smooth 

surface morphology and great stability. Similarly, Al-doped Ag may also facilitate the fabrication 

of 3D metamaterials (fishnet structures,[68] Ag-coated plasmonic nano-antennas[69]), as well as 

plasmon-induced hot electron devices.[70] In conclusion, owing to its unprecedented quality, 

stability, smoothness, and simple room-temperature deposition method, Al-doped Ag overcomes 

the fundamental material limits of pure Ag, and may hold the potential to form the foundation of 

a high-performance nanophotonic framework. 

 

Experimental Section 

Al-doped Ag Film Growth: The Al-doped Ag films were co-sputtered on fused silica substrates by 

a DC magnetron sputter tool (Lab18, Kurt J. Lesker Co.) with Argon (Ar) gas at room temperatures. 

The chamber base pressure was pumped down to about 1×10-6 Torr before the film deposition. 

During deposition, the Ar gas pressure was 4.5 mTorr and the substrate holder was rotated at a rate 

of 10 rpm. Two pure Ag and Al targets were co-sputtered to create Al-doped Ag films. By varying 

the source powers for Al and Ag targets, the composition of sputtered films was adjusted. The 

sputtering rates of Ag at 1.109 nm/s and Al at 0.072 nm/s produce Al-doped Ag films with 

optimized optical properties.  

Device Fabrication: To fabricate the LR-SPP waveguide, a 10 nm thick, Al-doped Ag film was 

first deposited on a fused silica substrate by Al and Ag co-deposition. Subsequently, to further 

reduce its loss, the film underwent an annealing treatment (500 °C for 10 s in N2 environment). 

Photolithography (GCA AS200 AutoStep) was used to define the waveguide shape in the 

photoresist (SPR 220.3, MicroChem). Afterwards, the pattern was transferred into the Al-doped 



Ag films by an Argon (Ar) ion-bombardment etching (STS Pegasus ICP). Finally, the photoresist 

was removed by Acetone with the aid of ultrasound sonication. As mentioned in the main context, 

Al-doped Ag films have good adhesion with substrates and are robust against commonly used 

chemicals during the nano-fabrication. These properties contribute to the fabrication of Al-doped 

Ag based LR-SPP waveguides. The fabricated Al-doped Ag LRSP waveguide had a width of 9 

µm and thickness of 10 nm. 

Sample & Device Characterization: The optical properties of Al-doped Ag were characterized by 

spectroscopic ellipsometry using the reflection plus transmission method.[71] The optical properties 

of the HMM were characterized using the spectroscopic ellipsometer, where the HMM is modelled 

as a uniaxial anisotropic medium with different in-plane (parallel) and out-of-plan (perpendicular) 

optical constants. The transmission of both HMM and transparent conductor was characterized by 

the spectroscopic ellipsometer in its transmission mode. 

The TEM was characterized on a JEOL 3100R05 Cs-Corrected Analytical Electron 

Microscope and JEOL JEM-2800 high throughput TEM/STEM/SEM. To prepare the sample for 

TEM, the surface of the film was first covered by a piece of polished Si substrate with M-bond 

610 adhesive. The adhesive was cured by baking on a hotplate at 120°C for 3 hours. This Fused 

silica/Al-doped Ag/Si clad was then cut into slices of cross-sectional specimen. The specimen was 

then grinded on the diamond lapping paper followed by Ion Milling. The final specimen was about 

50 nm in thickness for the TEM characterization.  

The LR-SPP waveguide performance was characterized by the fiber end-coupling method 

(Figure 3c) when cladded by an index matching oil (Code 50350, Cargille Labs). A 1.55 µm laser 

light (8164A, Agilent technologies) was coupled into a polarization controller (FPC032, Thorlabs) 

and guided in a polarization maintaining fiber (P3-1550PM-FC-5, Thorlabs) as a TM mode 



(polarization in the vertical direction). The output from the LR-SPP waveguide was collected by 

an objective (Corrected 10x, Mitutoyo Infinity) and observed by an infrared camera (XEVA-1.7-

320, Xenics), which was also calibrated to serve as a power meter. To measure the propagation 

loss of the waveguide, output power from waveguides of different lengths were recorded (cut-back 

method). 

 

Supporting Information 

Supporting Information is available from the Wiley Online Library or from the author. 
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